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FRANCE'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR WAS CRITICAL TO ITS UNFOLDING, BUT 
THE DETAILS OF THE EUROPEAN POWER'S ROLE REMAIN LITTLE UNDERSTOOD. HERE, STÈVE 
SAINLAUDE OFFERS THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF FRENCH DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENT 
WITH THE UNION AND THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA DURING THE CONFLICT. DRAWING 
ON ARCHIVAL SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED BY SCHOLARS UP TO THIS POINT, 
SAINLAUDE OVERTURNS MANY COMMONLY HELD ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT FRENCH RELATIONS 
WITH THE UNION AND THE CONFEDERACY. AS SAINLAUDE DEMONSTRATES, NO MAJOR EUROPEAN 
POWER HAD A DEEPER STAKE IN THE OUTCOME OF THE CONFLICT THAN FRANCE. 

 

Reaching beyond the standard narratives of this history, sainlaude delves deeply into 
questions of geopolitical strategy and diplomacy during this critical period in world 
affairs. The resulting study will help shift the way americans look at the civil war and 
extend their understanding of the conflict in global context. 



REVIEWS 
 

A masterful analysis well-writen and thoroughly researched in the rich and unused 
French Consular Reports and other collections, this impressive work by Sainlaude shows 
why France did not recognize the Confederacy during the American Civil War and 
eventually retreated from Napoleon III’s « grand design » to restructure Mexico and the 
Americas as the first step in his global plan. 

HOWARD JONES, author of Blue and Gray Diplomacy, 
A history of Union and Confederate Foreign Relations 

 
Most studies of Civil War diplomacy focus on British relations with the Union and 
Confederacy but Sainlaude makes a strong case that French policy deserves more 
attention than it has received especially given the consequences of France intervention 
in the simultaneous civil war in Mexico. And the insights derived from wartime reports 
by French consuls in both Northern and Southern cities give this book a fresh perspective 
on the American Civil War. 

JAMES MC PHERSON, Pulitzer Prize, author 
of Battle Cry of Freedom : The Civil War Era 

 
“American scholars will find a different perspective on the Civil War's international 
effects as told from the viewpoint of one of the outside powers whose approach was more 
complex than they may have previously believed.”-- America's Civil War 
 
“Explores in considerable detail the intentions and actions of multiple diplomatic 
officials, especially foreign ministers.”-- Choice Reviews 
 
“A marvelous book that contains fascinating analysis about French diplomacy during the 
U.S. Civil War. . . . This is a volume that will appeal to anyone interested in diplomacy 
and foreign relations during this period.”-- Civil War Monitor 
 
“Provides a much-needed counterpoint to the prevailing view that French diplomacy 
during the American Civil War had an influence clearly secondary to Britain’s and looked 
to its neighbor across the channel to lead the way on U.S.-Confederate policy matters. . . 
Highly original, nuanced, and deeply persuasive.”-- Civil War Books and Authors 
 
“A concise, readable, and informative monograph. . . . [Sainlaude’s] work provides a 
useful look at the diplomacy that secured the Union victory and began the shaping of a 
newly modern world.”-- The Journal of America’s Military Past 
 
“With this deeply researched book, Stève Sainlaude sets out to rewrite the history of 
Franco-American relations from within the internal machinations of French policy 
makers. . . . The result is a clear approach to the manifold dimensions of French 
diplomacy. . . [that] deserves serious attention for bringing the Second French Empire 
back into the narrative of Civil War relations and for doing so in such a clear-sighted 
fashion.”-- Journal of Southern History 
 


